Vix Picks Patsies Over Doves in NFL
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your head and" Coughlin. Boston
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University 42, Rhode Island 27:

Terriers are a better football team,

and Coughlin. Boston

Patriots 10, Doves 7: Thoughts of

giving to Hartford inspire Patsies to

spit, as they hope to make team

Atterbury. Boston

the same way it did. I

Neighbor, Boston

as they hope to make team

Next

Physical Education Registration

Monday, October 25

7-8PM

Rockwell Cage

He wants to do his taxes but he finds

it too difficult to hold a pencil.

Without your help, he may not be able to

Almost everybody has to file taxes, but

not everyone can do so on their own. Volunteer

and help make someone's taxes less taxing. Call

1-866-859-9991.

This space donated by The Tech

Always Ready to serve you.

For all your catering needs:

Open Seven Days a Week - Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Tear down and use the plastic cover from the

"Microwave-Rewarner."

2. Do not use FOAM ROLES

in the plastic cover.

3. Do not remove cover,

MINIMUM REWRAP AT 180 DEGREES.

4. Insert, GET OUT OF WAY, and use the S&S Rewarner. Wherever "Re-warner" frame is house, spanner
gadget in still handy on front of the frame, and the help-thing frame or the readen.

At Ford Motor Company, your imagination can shape the

innovery to play game. Instead, they

spend the day watching old tepes of

the Boys. Bears 7, Norwegian

Americans 6. Newly acquired run-

ning back Tim Worley barely gets

his nose past line to make the win-

ning score.

Last Week: 6-3. Season to date:

34-16.

Rumblings From the 'Tute

Alex Tapia '96 sends us: "The

only team to win six American

League titles since then are the Oak-

land Athletics. They won in the

early 70s with Reggie Jackson and

then who could forget them going

three straight years to the World

Series, lost against Los Angeles,

won by San Francisco, and lost

against Cincinnati. They also won

the pennant last year only to lose

to Toronto. In all the A's have been a

very successful ball club since the

date you requested."

From Al Ramsey G: "Take it
easy on us Californians, it's bad

enough that Cal lost the way it did. I

guess the only thing us

Californians, it's bad

finance applications and exciting

marketing strategies.

As a Ford professional, your imagination

will help chart the course we follow as a

team. Your ideas will take us into the

future. And you'll have the potential to

make your own future everything you

want it to be.

INNOVATION STARTS WITH IMAGINATION

INFO SESSION
AND RECEPTION
Cambridge Marriott
Tuesday 10/26
5:30 - 9:00 pm
On-Campus Interviews
10/26 - 27

Ford
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